Phish

Continuously phish your
employees to maintain a high
level of security awareness.
Our system has preconfigured
phishing templates or you can
build your own.
GLS SecurePhish™ is an online tool for performing
social engineering testing. With SecurePhish™, easily
conduct simulated phishing attacks to test and train
employee security awareness.
Real-World Phishing Simulations
Reduce the Human Risk
The human element is often the weakest
component in a company’s security, and attackers
exploit this fact. Phishing attacks are on the rise
and more sophisticated than ever.
• 1 in 10 people fall for phishing attacks. 23%
open the message and 11% click on the
attachments
• Over 1 million new phishing sites are
created each month
• 91% of hacking attacks begin with a
phishing or spear-phishing email
• 55% increase of spear-phishing
campaigns targeting employees
SecurePhish™ allows you to control
every aspect of your phishing
awareness program, with preconfigured and customizable
phishing tests and online
courses. Keep your
employees at the highest
level of security
awareness through
continuous training
and testing.
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Train

Train your employees on the risk
and prevention of phishing using
teachable moments or complete
courses. Select from GLS’ awardwinning training library to
immediately remediate with those
who “fail the phish.”

Analyze

Analyze test results and validate
security awareness with robust
reporting. Obtain aggregate
reports or get details on specific
personnel.

FEATURE DETAILS
Easy-To-Use
The intuitive menus and step-by-step guides limit
training time and allow non-experts to use the
system. At the same time, the system provides
access to advance features for customization.
Unlimited Testing & Training
There are no additional fees for conducting multiple
phishing and training campaigns. This feature
allows you to re-evaluate employees as needed.
Automated Workflow
The system was designed to walk a user through
setting up and running a test. The automated work
flow saves time as tests are easily configured and
scheduled.

Customizable Templates
With pre-designed phishing templates, you can be
up and running in minutes. All templates can be
customized as necessary or created from scratch.
This includes a website cloning feature for quick
template creation.
Multiple Training Options
Use any of our built in training moments for justin-time reminders or assign users to our courses,
modules and videos for deeper remediation.
Interactive & Robust Reporting
With many reporting options available, you have
the information in a usable format to assess and
mitigate risk from phishing. You can easily access
trends and deep metrics through the Group Details
section or pull specific reports in our dedicated
reports module. All reports can be filtered on
specific criteria and all data is exportable for use in
other systems.
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Contact Us

Schedule Demo
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